Oil boom 900 L
Product

Art. No. 1.900.xxx

The oil boom 900 L is an inflatable oil boom. It is recommended for application
on sea harbours and protected coastal areas.
It can be delivered in standard lengths of 5, 10, 15 or 20 running metres. Other
lengths are available on request.
The oil boom 900 L is windable and can be run on all standard oil boom hasps.
Due to an inflatable inner hose (film, 0,8 mm), the oil boom 900 L is given
buoyancy and natural stability.
The outer covering, which is oil-proof and watertight, is made of a PU-laminated
carrier fabric of high tear-restistance. The valves, protected against oil and
water, grant an optimal aeration and de-aeration.

Technical data

Material:
Floating body:
Ballast weights:
Total height:
Draft:
Free board:
Weight:
Coupling system:
Lengths:

carrier fabric made of polyester, 1200 g / square metre
PU-laminated
air hose 300 mm, ø apprx. 300 mm
sinker
900 mm
apprx. 600 mm
apprx. 270 mm
apprx. 6 kg/m
aluminium coupling
5, 10, 15 and 20 m
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Examples of an oil boom operation by means of an inflatable oil boom

Operative range

The oil boom 900 L is a quick-action boom for coastal areas, especially for
harbours and protected coastal waters. Due to its flexibility and the relatively
big floating body of 300 mm, the oil boom 900 L has a strong power of retaining
oil even in case of moderate waves (passing ships, wind etc).

Additional
equipment

A comprehensive system of additional equipment guarantees an optimal efficency
regarding various fields of application, such as adaptations of banks and water
levels, different tail pieces or adapter pieces to other boom systems etc.
Also deliverable as collapsible solid oil boom 900 F.

Time of delivery
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